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Apr 28, 2021 - Note: The game has been updated to version 1.11. This release is a standalone and includes the following DLC: - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case - PC ... Read more Apr 28, 2021 - Note: The game has been updated to version 1.11. This release is standalone and includes the following DLC: - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case (Alpha 2) - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case (Alpha 1) - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case (Alpha 3) - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case (Alpha 4) - PC Building Simulator - Good Company Case (Alpha 5) What's new in version 1.11: - Fixed a bug that caused the screen
to not work properly on some devices. - Fixed a bug that could make some icons disappear in the game. - Fixed a bug that caused the loading window not to appear when loading the map. - Fixed a bug that caused the logo to not appear in the selection menu. - Fixed a bug that sometimes prevented achievements from being updated. - Fixed a bug that sometimes caused the savegame to not work. - Fixed a bug that sometimes prevented the logo from appearing in the select menu. - Fixed a bug that sometimes caused the Vulnerability achievement not to update. - Fixed a bug that sometimes prevented the logo from showing in the select menu. - Fixed a bug that caused the achievement not to

update. - Fixed a bug that caused saves to not work. - Fixed the bug that caused the achievement "Reward" not to be updated. - Fixed a bug that caused players not to receive a reward for killing a player. - Fixed a bug that caused players to not be able to interact with the teleporter at the base. - Fixed a bug that caused commands to not work. - Fixed a bug that caused the Breakthrough and Bridge Capture achievements to not work. - Fixed a bug that prevented players from joining a group. - Fixed a bug that made it impossible to kill the boss in Capture the Flag mode. - Fixed an issue where players who had not participated in previous matches would not appear in chat. Please note that in
connection with the server update, all players who have not had time to take action or join the match will be disconnected from it and will not be able to play. First and foremost, we are talking about those who did not have time to join the match. Also note that you will need to re-register for future matches. In case of detection of a match, in which you took part, and if there is no notification about it, inform the website administration. Please note that registration must be successful, otherwise you will have problems with the start of the next match. Notifications about new publications of this author will come to the e-mail address you gave when you registered on RB. Notifications about new

predictions of this expert will be sent to the email address you specified when registering on "RB".
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